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general, so that in the course of ages fhe earth would become periods, the decad���� is more marked �nder the succ���ors I the investig�tiOns, the records of which we have carefully 
dotted with such repositories of art and learning. Then, of Alexander. In Rome, under the emperors, we find gold collected, let us consider first those which General Pleason
come what might to humanity-whatever might be the ups used as a mere setting for precious stones, and finally the ton quotes in support of his views. These are (1) Seunebier's 
and downs of nations-whatever moral, social, or intellec- collection terminates with examples of workmanship of the researches, which go to show that the blue and violet rays 
tual advances mankind might make-whatever lapses or dis- time of Charlemagne, when the workmen had lost their cun- are the most active in determining the decomposition of car
asters might befall them-it could hardly happen that a I ning, and the noble metal had been altogether debased to bonic acid in plants, and (2) experiments of Dr. Morichini, 
knowledge of any considerable period of human history, or secondary uses. repeated by Carpa and Ridolfi, proving that violet rays mag
the advantage of any worthy human achievement, could The second instance where a lost art is exemplified in Sig- netized a small needle. The first statement has been totally 
ever be permanently blotted out and lost. nor Castellani's collection is in the glazing of the Gubbio disproved. Dr. Von Bezold, in his recent work on color, 

It is true that "posterity " has never done anything of majolica. We have not space here to review the magnifi- states that" the chemical processes in plants, as far as they 
the sort for us. It is true that "posterity " may have no cent series of ancient specimens of pottery in detail; and are dependent upon light, are principally caused by the rays 
valid claim on us for such a legacy. But we might venture thus it will suffice to say that, beginning with some of the of medium and of lower refrangibility. The development of 
to make "posterity" a present 1 It would not cost us earliest pieces made by the Arabs when they occupied the green color of the chlorophyll, the deccmposition of car
much, and it might turn out to be immensely valuable and Sicily, from the tweJrth to the sixteenth century, the collec- bonic acid, as well as the formation of starch, etc., in the 
useful to some far future age. tion presents examples of all the finest types of later grains of the chlorophyll, are induced by the red, green, and 

.. , • I .. medireval art. Gubbio, where the peculiar kind of majolica orange rays." The blue, violet, and ultra violet rays, the 
THE LOST ARTS IN NEW YORK. above noted was made, is a small town once in the territory same authority goes on to explain, influence "the rapidity 

While the objects of ancient art contained in the Castel- of the dukes of Urbino; and in the sixteenth century it be- of growth, compel the so-called zoospores to move in certain 
lani collection, recently placed on exhibition in the Metro- came famous for its pottery. This was attributable to the directions, and alter the positions of leaves, etc. In confir
politan Museum of Art in this city, are individually of great talent of one man, Giorgio Andreoli, who is reputed to have mation of this, we have Sach's experiments in 1872, which 
rarity and archreological value, they derive additional im- invented the wonderful luster characteristic of the Gubbio show that light, transmitted through the yellow solution of 
portance from the fact that, viewed conjunctively as a col- ware. The body of majolica is mere common clay; and potassium chromate, enables green leaves-to decompose over 
lection, they represent connected histories of two great in- after the piece is finished on the wheel, it is dried and burnt 88 per cent. of carbonic acid; while that passed through blue 
dustrial arts extending over many centuries. Both in the in a furnace. After the biscuit thus prepared has been ammonia copper oxide decomposes less than 8 per cent. 
work of the goldsmith and of the potter, we are enabled to dipped in the glaze, the colors are applied on the soft surface This proves the superiority of the yellow ray to decompoRe 
trace progress from tne earliest stages up to a period when of the latter, and the vitrifying process fuses all into a glossy carbonicacid; BIld this fact ProfessorJ. W. Draperdiscovered 
the greatest skill was attained, and even subsequently into enamel of the color of the pigm':mt. This is still the com- a long time ago by the direct 'lse of the spectrum. In still 
the era of decadence. In both industries, we find that mon practice; and we mention it merely to show that to further confirmation, we may cite the investigations of Vogel, 
ancient and medireval workmen possessed knowledge which his pigment and glaze AndreOli must have ?dded some Pfeiffer, Selim, and Placentim. The last three have conducted 
we do not possess; and among Signor Castellani's treasures third substance, which rendered the enamel capable of reflect- researches in full knowledge of those of General Pleasonton, 
may b3 seen handiwork which is the embodiment of two lost ing white light as blue, red, green, or yenow light-in othcr and their experiments show that yellow rays are more pro· 
arts, the secrets of which the modern world, with all its in- words, of giving the object a luster of a color wholly differ- motive of the evolution of carbon in animals and its..absorp. 
finitely superior wisdom, has not yet rediscovered ent from the tints of the pigment. He evidently could pro- tion in plants than any others in the spectrum, the violet rays 

The productions, in the Castellani collection, of precious duce any desired color at will, and the effects gained are in- having least :{lower in these respects, with the exception of 
metal workers dating from prehistoric epochs, the exact describably beautiful. The Castellani collection contains the red rays in the case of animals. The absorption of car
dates of which are wholly unknown, and covering the long 130 superb specimens, which glow like jewels. In one, the bonic acid by plants, and its evolution by animals, we hardly 
period ending in the thirteenth century, are represented by scene of the nativity of Christ is provided with the figures need add, are. prime essentials to the growth and health of 
the contents of some twenty cases. The first three of these in low relief, and the exquisite cerulean lustre is imparted to each. The notion that light possesses a magnetizing power on 
receptacles bear no dates. The ornaments which they con- give the effect of moonlight. The rarest pieces are those of steel was upset by Niepce de St. Victor in 1861. After re
tain are of bronze, amber, silver, and glass (the latter having which the luster is a delicate green. Some blaze with yel- moving every source of error, he "found it impossible to 
become converted into opalescent silicic acid), and were ,low, as if of gold; others exhibit the brilliancy of the ruby; make one sewing needle, solarized for a very long time under 
found in Prreneste (modern Palestrina, Italy), and in the I While others resemble the interior of the pearl oyster shell. the rays of light concentrated by a strong lens, attract another 
territory which was ancient Etruria. Case No.4 bears date [Whether this sheen is produced by polarization of the light suspended by a hair, whether the light was white or colored 
700 B. C., and here is a rich treasure of primitive Etruscan 

I 
in some manner, or whether it is at all analogous to fluo- by being made to:pass through a violet-colored glass." 

and Phcenician ornaments of gold, adorned with granulated rescence, is yet to be decided. The impression of the surface We can proceed further and even show that violet light is 
work. Signor Castellani considers that the workmanship of with fine microscopic lines might produce an iridescence, in some respects hurtful to plants. Cailletet, for example, 
these objects is so perfect that it is impossible at the present but not separate and clearly defined hues. The ware was says in 1868 that" light which was passed through a solu
time to explain the process of execution, and very difficult intended for ornamental purposes, not for household use; tion of iodine in carbonic disulphide prevents decomposition 
to imitate it. The ornaments are of two kinds-those for and it was suspended against the rich, dark tapestries of the altogether." Baudrimont says that" no colored light per
ordinary use and those for funereal purposes. The first are period with which walls were covered, thus aiding, as it mits vegetables to go through all the phases of their evolu
massive,"and might be worn for years without injury; the were, in illuminating the apartment with its exquisite radi- tions. Violet-colored light is positively injurious to plants; 
others are extremely delicate. All are made of the purest ance. they absolutely require white light." This scientist insti-
gold, and their decoration evinces the most consummate .. , • I .. tuted the most elaborate experiments on the subject, rang-
skill and taste on the part of the artist. There is, for exam- THE BLUE GLASS DECEPTION. ing over 11 years, from 1850 to 1861; and the result of all his 
pIe, a small flask, shaped something like an antique wine jar, On September 26, 1871, General A. J. Pleasonton, of Phil· labor may be summed up in the simple statement that no 
and about five inches in height. It is of beaten gold, and is adelphia, Pa., obtained a patent for "utilizing the natural illumination which human ingenuity can devise is so well. 
covered with a pattern intended to imitate the similarly light of the sun transmitted through cleltr glass, and the adapted for promoting natural processes as the pure white 
shaped designs of variegated glass of the Grreco-Phcenician blue or electric (I) solar rays transmhted through blue, pur- light provided by the Creator. So much by way of general 
period. This pattern is entirely produced by minute glob- pIe, or violet colored glass, or its equivalent, in the propaga- denial of the claims of superior efficacy residing in blue light 
ule] of metal soldered to the surface in tiers of zigzag or tion and growth of plants and animals." In his specifica- of any kind. 
vandyke patterns. Another specimen is a strip of gold cov- tion, of which. the above constitutes one claim, he states Now we have yet to examine the peculiar variety of blue 
ered with granulated lines and bearing a row of birds in re- that hn has discovered "special and specific efficacy in the light here used. Sunlight can, by means of the prism, be 
lief. On other ornaments are exquisitely carved heads and use of this combination of the caloric rays of the sun and split into colored rays, any one of which we may isolate, 
flowers, produced apparently by hammering on the reverse the electric blue light in stimulating the glands of the body, and so obtain a certain colored light. Similarly we may ob
of the object, but with a delicacy and precision of touch the nervous system generally, and the secretive organs of tain light of a desired color by the use of a colored 
which is simply marvelous. man and animals." He also states that he finds that vegeta- glass which will stop out the rays not of the hue required . 

. The closest students of this ancient handiwork are en- tion is vastly improved by the transmitted blue light. So that we may obtain violet light from the spectrum or by 
tirely at a loss to understand how the processes of melting, These alleged re-discoveries-for the General only claims filtering sunlight through violet glass. When, however, Dr. 
soldering, and wire drawing, which were employed in the 

I 
to have devised the method of utilizing them-were exten- Von Bezold, as above, asserts that the violet rays have such 

art, were performed. Modern workmen have failed in their sively promulgated through the press early in 1871. Subse- and such an effect, he means the violet of the spectrum, 
attempts exactly to imitate the old ornaments; and it is cer- quently, in 1876, General Pleasonton published a book on which has its specific duty to perform in the compound 
tain that the secret of the mechanical agents, whereby it was the subject, the volume being appropriately bound in blue light of which it is a necessary portion. But the violet light 
possible to separate and join pieces of gold hardly percepti- and printed in blue ink. Recently public attention has again of the spectrum and filtered violet sunlight are altogether 
ble to the naked eye, is lost. Signor Castellani has taken been called to the subject 'by a New York daily journal. different things. The first, as our valued contributor Dr. 
great pains to solve the problem, reading all the treatises of The peculiar kind of glass in question is known as "pot Van der Weyde has very clearly pointed out, is "a homoge
medireval goldsmiths, inquiring of all classes of Italian jew- metal blue," that is, it is stained a bluish violet throughout, neous color containing, besides the luminous, the invisible 
elers, and experimenting with aU kinds of chemicals, in the and is not clear glass covered with flashings of blue glass. chemical rays without any caloric rays; while the light col
hope of finding the solder wherewith the minute grains were It is used in greenhouses, etc., in connection with clear glass; ored by passing through violet glass is a mixture of blue 
attached to the surface of the metal. At last he found some and in General Pleasonton's grapery it appears that only rays with the red rays at the other end of the spectrum; and 
of the old processes s�ill employed in a remote district, hid- every eighth row of panes was blue. Some of the results it contains a quantity of the chemical rays belonging to the 
den in the recesses of the Apennines, far from the great alleged to have been obtained by exposing animals and plants blue and the caloric rays belonging to the red. In fact, 
towns. Bringing away a few workmen, he gave them much are as follows: Twenty grape vines, in their second year, af- violet glass passes a light identical with sunlight, only much 
more instruction, and at last succeeded, not perhaps in ter being set out under the blue glass, borc 1,200 lbs. of reduced in power, containing but a portion of' its caloric, 
equalling, but certainly in rivalling the ancient productions. splendid fruit. A very weak Alderney bull calf was in four chemical, and luminous agency: being simply deprived of 

We question whether the Etruscans used fire at all in their months developed into a strong alid vigorous b ull. Heifers 
I 

its strongest rays." And this the spectroscope has clearly 
soldering, as it would be almost an impossibility to keep the when kept under blue glass may safely bear young when 18 . demonstrated Reduced to its simplest terms, then, the ne
excessively fine tools necessary for the work at a proper months old. A weak child, weighing but 3t lbs. at birth, cessary conclusion is that the violet glass acts purely as a 
heat. Mr. Joshua Rose offers the plausible suggestion that weighed at the end of four months 22 lbs.-the light in this shade for decreasing the intensity of the solar light. And in 
a cold flux was employed, with which the workman followed instance having come through blue curtains. Two major- the simple fact that it does so serve as a shade lies the sole 
the lines or dots of his pattern. Then the gold granules were' generals with rheumatism were cured in three days. A virtue (if any there be) of the glass. In 1856, Dr. Daubeny 
possibly sprinkled over the surface, and adhered only to the young lady whose hair haa come out regained her tresses; made experiments on the germination of seeds, and in his re
solder, the superfluous grains being brushed off after the. and to these must be added various other cures of severe ail- I port is this suggestive sen.tence: "In a south aspect, indeed, 
solder had set. ! ments which we have not space here to recapitulate. The: light which had passed through the ammonia sulphate of 

There is also a fragment of a finely woven fabric, made of 'above are the alleged facts; and we propose to consider : copper (blue solution), and even darkness itself, seemed more 
threads of pure gold, found on the body of a woman in a the supposed discovery in the light of previous investiga- favorable than the whole of the spectrum; but this law did 
tomb at Metapontum. This is without doubt the material tions. not seem to extend to the case of seeds placed in a northern 
to which the Psalmist refers in speaking of "the King's With reference to the theories of electricity, etc., advanced aspect where the total amount of light was less consider·· 
daughter " having "clothing of wrought gold;" and in the by General Pleasonton to account for his phenomena, their able." 
Pentateuch there is reference to gold threads being used absurdity is so complete that we shall waste no time over In our next issue, we shall review the effects of light and 
upon looms. them. The important question in the matter, and the only darkness upon the animal organization, and endeavor to ac-

As we follow the various objects in the twenty cases above one in which the public is interested, is whether or not blue count for the curing of diseases and the production of other 
mentioned, the decline of the goldworker's art when the use of glass is capable of producing all or any of the results imputed phenomena which have been erroneously ascribed to the in
enamels came into vogue is evidenced Continuing on to later. to its use. In order to clear the way for the examination of • fluence of the blue filtered sunlight. 
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